
we build recruitment solutions for
the world’s finest companies

Talent  Partner

Trusted by....

on-demand
Vicky Edwards
Snr Talent Partner

A Super Recruiter like me!
Only with lot’s of super talent
technology, and some background
wizards that enable me to recruit
at a pace previously unseen
amongst humans!



part human, part machine.
We love automation and all things AI, but finding talent sometimes requires a human touch. We’re all
about empowering our Recruiters, to be the most superhuman they can be; surrounding them with our
market leading talent attraction tech.

Leadership support
Support across US & EU
AI search tools 
Global talentpool
Automation support

Has  previously  received  

a  speeding  ticket  for  

sourcing  too  fast

Sabina Firek
Talent Delivery Partner

moves fast



solutions for every tier of growth

startup scale-up enterprise

Dedicated Talent Lead
Process design
Strategy design 
ATS configuration
Digital services 
HR services*
Software/Hardware
Employer branding
AMA support channel 
Talent Partner(s)

From seed round tech companies, to large scale multi-national, we ensure that your Talent Partners, and your in-house team, have the
added benefit of support, consultation, hardware, and well just about anything they need to get off to a flying start.

Dedicated Talent Lead
Process consulting 
On-demand creative
Software/Hardware
AMA support channel 
Talent Partner(s)

Dedicated Talent Lead
Everything bespoke!
Talent Partner(s)

*some associated services are provided by 3rd party bubb partners



technology agnostic
We’re able to work from our own technology stack, yours, or a combination of the both. Our
Talent Leads are familiar with market leading ATS systems, and are always on hand to offer
guidance.

Anna Lesniak
Senior Talent Parnter

Loves  all  technology  

( most  of  the  time )

tech wizard



industry & competitor insights
The benefit of having an embedded partner who’s in turn embedded within the global recruitment market. We’re on hand to
gather market intelligence, salary benchmarking, competitor insight, and more.

the CEO

Expert on  talent  acquisition  

strategy  global  scaling

Ben Kenwright
CEO & Co-founder



Tiziana  Mariani | Head of Talent

"The partnership with bubb has
been great! They are a very open-
minded team, collaborative and
quick to assist fast paced business.
Their expertise on tech roles has
supported a lot my team, especially
in a delicate transition period and
they allowed us to succeed in hiring
within challenging markets with a
positive attitude and proactive
approach."

Susan Underwood | Director of Talent

"We have been consistently
impressed with the caliber of
candidates presented by bubb.
Their rigorous screening and
evaluation process ensures that
only the most qualified individuals
are put forward for consideration.
We have found their candidates to
possess the necessary skills,
experience, and expertise to thrive
in their respective roles"

Sarah Lamontagne| Head of Talent

"Their creativity and ideas were
genuinely inspiring and the content
they created for us was both
engaging and hugely captivating. As
far as the technology went, it was
intuitive and was able to cover more
ground and reach out to more
prospective candidates than we
could have done in several months
but they did this in a few short
weeks. Overall, the service was
exceptional"

“The level of service from bubb &
Deel is equally high touch. We’re
a fast growing business who’s
expanding internationally at a rapid
rate, and this stuff is complicated,
so there’s always teething problems
and both Deel & bubb are super
attentive at fixing things”

Justin Teo | Head of International
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so let's go bag that talent

Thanks
Max Kowalski
Client Solutions

Trusted by....




